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How can we effectively and 
efficiently teach data science  

to students with little to no  
background in computing  

and statistical thinking? How can we equip them with  
the skills and tools for reasoning 

with various types of data 
 and leave them wanting  

to learn more?How can we do 
this all online?



demonstrate concrete course examples

share tooling tips for online teaching

provide open-source teaching resources

goals



data visualisation 
data wrangling, tidying, acquisition 
exploratory data analysis 
predictive modeling + uncertainty quantification 
effective communication of results

interactive visualizations 
text analysis 
machine learning 
Bayesian inference 
…

consistent syntax | tidyverse 
reproducibility | R Markdown 
version control and collaboration | Git + GitHub

focus on

emphasise

foray into



overview





weekly structure

lectures: pre-recorded videos (each 5-15 mins) 
- ~5 videos with slides 
- 1-2 application exercises

< > code alongs: 50 min live Zoom sessions with 
audience participation

labs: 50 min live Zoom sessions with students 
working in teams in breakout rooms



assessments

fortnightly homework 
(individual, on GitHub)

weekly quizzes 
(individual, multiple choice)

weekly labs 
(team based, on GitHub)

project 
(team based, on GitHub, write up + presentation)



toolbox



course examples





ex. 1 
united nations 



‣ Go to RStudio Cloud 
‣ Start the project titled UN Votes 
‣ Open the R Markdown 

document called unvotes.Rmd 
‣ Knit the document and review 

the data visualisation you just 
produced 

‣ Then, look for the character 
string “France” in the code and 
replace it with another country 
of your choice 

‣ Knit again, and review how the 
voting patterns of the country 
you picked compares to the 
United States and United 
Kingdom & Northern Ireland

🔗 rstd.io/dsbox-cloud

https://bit.ly/rscloud-ecots2020
https://rstd.io/dsbox-cloud




for all

online

build in early wins 
start with data visualisation 
reduce friction at onboarding to computing

eliminate local setup 
use shared computing infrastructure 
access students’ workspaces for troubleshooting





ex. 2 

college tuition, diversity, and pay



tuition_cost %>% 
  arrange(desc(out_of_state_total)) %>% 
  select(name, out_of_state_total, room_and_board) 
!## # A tibble: 2,973 × 3 
!##    name                                           out_of_state_to… room_and_board 
!##    <chr>                                                     <dbl>          <dbl> 
!##  1 Harvey Mudd College                                       75003          18127 
!##  2 University of Chicago                                     74580          16350 
!##  3 Columbia University                                       74001          14016 
!##  4 Barnard College                                           72257          17225 
!##  5 Scripps College                                           71956          16932 
!##  6 Columbia University: School of General Studies            71739          14190 
!##  7 Trinity College                                           71660          14750 
!##  8 University of Southern California                         71620          15395 
!##  9 Oberlin College                                           71392          16338 
!## 10 Southern Methodist University                             71338          16845 
!## # … with 2,963 more rows

✴ What are the most expensive colleges?



🔗 youtu.be/Ycpwmn62aOA

https://youtu.be/Ycpwmn62aOA


for all

online

demo workflow along with concepts 
use real and relevant datasets 
make connections to community

code along sessions with student participation 
recorded for asynchronous learners 
static artifacts for review





ex. 3 

First Minister’s COVID briefings





robotstxt::paths_allowed("https://www.gov.scot/") 
 www.gov.scot                       

[1] TRUE
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✓ web scraping

✓ text parsing

✓ data types

✓ regular expressions

✓ functions

✓ iteration

✓ visualisation

✓ interpretation

✓ text analysis

✓ ethics



for all

online

current events to course content 
step-by-step demonstrations 
continuous review of old concepts

asynchronous lectures for intro to concepts 
live sessions for student-guided data exploration 
labs and homework assignments for deeper dive



pedagogical tips



✓ repetition



✓ repetition
✓ reflection

# A tibble: 19 x 2 
   bigram                  n 
   <chr>               <int> 
 1 question 7             19 
 2 question 8             16 
 3 questions 7            12 
 4 join function           9 
 5 question 2              9 
 6 choice questions        7 
 7 first question          7 
 8 multiple choice         7 
 9 correct answer          6 
10 necessarily improve     6 
11 join functions          5 
12 question 1              5 
13 7 8                     4 
14 airline names           4 
15 data frames             4 
16 feel like               4 
17 many options            4 
18 right answer            4 
19 x axis                  4
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✓ reflection
✓ creativity
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✓ repetition
✓ reflection
✓ creativity
✓ peer review
✓ real workflows
✓ organization



reflection



✓ videos 
✓ code-alongs 
✓ organization 
✓ web-native toolbox 
✓ teamwork (!!!)

X  time zone differences 
X  connectivity issues 
X  new technologies



resources



Mine Çetinkaya-Rundel &  
Victoria Ellison (2020)  
A Fresh Look at Introductory 
Data Science  
Journal of Statistics Education  
DOI: 10.1080/10691898.2020.1804497



🔗 datasciencebox.org

assessments

https://datasciencebox.org/


🔗 introds-2020.netlify.app

https://introds-2020.netlify.app/
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